Abstract: A percolation model for intrinsic breakdown in insulating polymers is presented, which indicates that an extended state for charge carriers can be formed due to the reduction of the trap barriers at a high enough electrical field, and that breakdown can be induced by the current multiplication in the extended state. This model provides an estimated value of breakdown strength close to the actual value.
Introduction
Many theories have been proposed to explain the mechanism of dielectric breakdown. But the mechanism of inuinsic breakdown associated with the transition of electron behaviour at high electrical field in insulating polymers is still not clearly understood.
The main classical models for electron driven breakdown include [I-21 : (a) Avalanche breakdown due to field-induced impact ionization, (b) the transfer of the energy of free electrons to the lattice so as to increase the lattice temperature to a critical value, (c) Zener breakdown associating with the direct excitation from valence to conduction band. In general, in insulating polymers, the conduction band is near or above the vacuum level, a large energy gap (-8eV) exists between the valence and the conduction bands [3], and the mean free path is of the order of one to several molecular radii (S 3nm) [41. These factors cause the breakdown strength of the classical models to be above 109V/m [4], much larger than the practical value in the order of 108V/m. It is thought that this reduction is related to weak points, such as free volume, sub-microvoids, and low-density regions. In the model of free-volume breakdown [5- 61 it is -noted that the largest empty spaces in polymers may be as large as several decades of nm [6] , the longest free path of an electron can therefore be large enough for electrons to overcome the trap barrier or to induce impact ionization. However, this model seems only able to describe the development of degradation around the large free volume regions, it is unsatisfactory to explain the overall current multiplication in an intrinsic breakdown process. A breakdown may not occur at all even though the internal gas cavity has been discharged.
In aging, it is suggested that the creation of lowdensity regions near the electrodes at high fields is a necessary step leading to breakdown 17-81. The formation of a low-density region is associated with molecular dissociation due to the energy released in the trapping process of bot electrons [3], in kinetic energy transfer during space-charge injection and extraction processes 191, or lattice deformation on charge trapping [IO] . However, these aging models do not seem suitable for instantaneous impulse breakdown when lowdensity regions have no time to form. It is still not very clear how the molecular dissociation affects the electron behaviour and the breakdown strength. Other models, such as the filamentary theories 111, 121 for the creation of a breakdown path, and the simulation models [13, 141 for the shape of breakdown paths use the breakdown strength as a parameter and are not concerned with the physics bebind the transition of electron state in the breakdown process. Here we propose a percolation model for intrinsic breakdown, which not only provides an estimated breakdown strength close to the actual value, and but also describes the aging effect on breakdown strength.
Percolation model for breakdown
Extended state formation at high tield In polymers, the gap between the valence and conduction bands is so large (>8eV) that very few charge carriers are produced by thermal promotion from the valence hand to the conduction band. Instead the conductivity is mainly due charges produced by ionised donor (acceptor) molecules and injected charges, which hop between localized states (or traps).
Ionised donors (acceptors) produce traps of the Prole-Frenkel type in which the barrier potential energy function is assumed to be of Coulombic form following a simple inverse square law with distance from the site. In the presence of a field E the harrier becomes modified [HI:
(1) where 9, and are the barriers with and without the presence of the field E respectively, is the dielectric constant, and E is the relative dielectric constant. Equation (1) implies that the trap harrier may decrease to zero when the field becomes high enough. The polymer is represented by a 3-dimensional cubic network (Fig. l) , in which each site stands for a trap with its barrier uniformly distributed in a range from OeV to l e v . Each site has 26 neighbour sites and thus 26 bonds connected to it. When the field is zero, all the bonds are non-conductive. Assuming the distance between traps is large enough that the interactions between the coulombic site potentials can be neglected, the bond AB from site A to site B becomes conductive when the following condition is satisfied.
where pA is the barrier at site A, and 6 is the angle between the field E and the bond direction BA. Here, BA is a vector. The barrier for an electron to move from site A to site B is only decreased when cos 8<1.
In an infmite system, the conductive bonds can connect to form an infinite conductive path when the field is high enough. This corresponds to the percolation path (or the extended slate). By using Monte-Carlo simulation, the fraction of the samples with percolation paths can be calculated (Fig. 2) . In Breakdown strength Above the percolation threshold, the percolation probability P(qk) (i.e. the ratio of the number of bonds in the percolation path to the total number) increases with the field (or e). Referring to percolation theory [16-171, it can be expressed in scaling behaviour as follows.
where p i s the critical exponent.
Equation (6) indicates that the number of carriers in the percolation path and the current increase rapidly with the field. Moreover, the field increase also leads to the increase in electron free mean path.
When @just reaches the threshold mc, only a small number of sites are included in the percolation path, and there are many collisions with deep traps neighbouring the path that reduce the mobility. However, when the percolation probability P ( @ becomes large at higher field there are many alternative routes within the percolation system allowing the electrons to move more freely with less scattering from the traps surrounding the percolation path. This gives a larger mean free path. When the electron mean free path becomes large enough irreversible breakdown may be induced by current multiplication or impact ionization. Although the breakdown strength is larger than the critical field (Ec) for the extended state, we suppose that it cannot he more than several times E,.
In polymers, the traps are mainly distributed in a range of 0.6-l.2eV [18] . The effect of deeper traps up to 2eV or even larger value may be neglected due to their low density. Shallow traps (or localized states) below 0.5eV will be present but are difficult to detect though they may be of a high density. If we assume that the deeper traps may be of a larger effective area to capture carriers, and hence that traps in the range of 0.6-1.2eV play the important role in determining the breakdown strength, the critical field for extended state formation can be estimated to be 2.1x108V/m. This value coincides with the actual breakdown strength of polymers. Although we have concentrated on donor traps a similar argument would apply to acceptor (neutral when empty) traps. In this case the field dependence of the harrier reduction will be proportional to E, and the numerical values would be different to those given above, but not by more than a small multiplicative factor.
Application of the percolation model

Effect of weak points
The percolation model can easily explain the fact that breakdown path tends to pass through the weak points (such as cavities and other impurities). In the case of cavities (or nano-holes), the large electron mean free path in these regions may lead to impact ionization and carrier multiplication, so the current passing through these regions in the pre-breakdown process tends to be higher. Thus the final breakdown is likely to go through these regions. In the case of impurities that can cause field distortion and local field enhancement, the barriers of surrounding traps may be reduced to zero due to the high local field in advance of the final breakdown. Therefore, the percolation path also tends to pass through these regions. The existence of weak points therefore favours the final breakdown process with their involvement depending statistically upon their density.
Effects of trap demity
If the trap density n is high, the trap distance d = becomes small, and the interaction of the barrier potentials cannot be neglected. The total potential energy function can be expressed as -e& (o<r<ri, (7) where V(r) is the potential energy function, and r is the distance from one site.
Assuming V(r) takes its maximum value at r,, the harrier reduction A 9 due to the potential interaction and the field is -V(r,,,) , Denoting the original trap harrier without the effect of potential interaction by pa, the critical field E, above which the trap barrier disappears can be calculated by setting A 9 equal to pa. The correlation between the critical field (E,) and the trap density (n) is shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the critical field for percolation threshold decreases with the increase of trap density.
It has been frequently observed that the The enhancement of percolation path formation by the increase in trap density in polymers is similar to the insulator-metal transition in phosphorus-doped silicon when the donor density is increased to a threshold of 3.7x1d'ni3 [22]. This insulator-metal transition is explained as the formation of a percolation path due to the overlapping of donor wave functions [17]. Unlike polymers with a large disorder in molecule structure, the Bohr radii of the donor wave function can be much larger than the crystal constant in semiconductors, Thus the insulator-metal transition can be achieved without an electrical field in phosphorus-doped silicon. In polymers, because of the intrinsic disorder in molecule structure, intrinsic localized states (or traps) exist regardless of the content of co-monomers or additives. Therefore, a high electrical field to reduce the hanier of the intrinsic traps is a necessary condition for the formation of a percolation path. This is different from the case when conducting panicles (e.g. carbon black etc.) are added to polymers. In this case a percolation path due to the connection of the conductors can be formed without field application. Moreover, unlike Fig. 3 , the critical field in copolymers cannot he reduced to zero even when the content of co-monomers is very high. In the case of acceptor traps it is not clear whether or not a high density will increase the probability of percolation path formation since this will depend upon the details of the local potential surface. When both donor and acceptor traps co-exist however, an increase in the density of either will promote percolation path formation.
Effects of aging (B) a transition region with a sharp reduction in EL intensity, leading to a strongly increasing fluctuating type of light emission (Fig. 4) Fig. 4) .
Above the percolation threshold, the electron mean free path increases with the further increase in the trap density. When the electron mean free path becomes large enough, impact excitation 1271 may become significant leading to the renewal of EL in stage B through the transfer of kinetic energy to excite polymer moieties. This can be expected to produce chemical changes such bond scission and hence increase the density of shallow and deep traps (e.g. ions or free radicals etc.) in the vicinity of the percolation path, as this is where the impact excitation occurs. As a result the shape of the percolation cluster will change and the mean free path will increase. Eventually impact ionization will become dominant [27]. Since the electric field in a needle-plane electrode system is high only in a small region at the needle tip, the impact ionization may not lead to a current large enough to cause immediate breakdown. However, the electron multiplication will cause a large amount of ionization and bond scission, creating low-density regions and leading eventually to the formation of the tree channel. The fluctuation in EL observed in this regime is similar to that of partial discharges in electrical trees and voids, for which the change of local charge distribution in one PD affects the magnitude of a succeeding PD [28,291.
In the case of EL the dissociation and re-association of molecules may also play a role, as the periodicity is longer than for PD. 
Conclusion
The proposed model states that a percolation path (or extended state) can be formed in insulating polymers due to the reduction of trap barriers to zero when the field exceeds a threshold value. Breakdown then occurs via current multiplication by caniers accelerated in the extended state. This mechanism can explain a number of experimental phenomena (1) Weak points (e.g. cavities and impurities etc.) form pan of the breakdown path because they facilitate the connection of clusters to form the percolation path at a given field.
(2) Electrical aging is interpreted in terms of an increase in trap density, which reduces the field required to create the percolation path.
(3) The change of breakdown strength with the content of added co-monomers or additives is also explained in terms of changes in the trap density and the eventual formation of a percolation path.
(4) The changes of EL during electrical tree initiation in epoxy resin can be related to the formation of a percolation path due to the increase of trap density as a result of recombination. This first reduces the EL by reducing the emission energy due to recombination and then allows sufficient kinetic energy to be accumulated by the carriers in the extended state to cause impact excitation followed by impact ionization, with an increase in EL of a different type.
